
Respondent Name 

Mike Sheetz 

Complainant Name 

Joseph Cooper 

Complaint Description 

Joseph D Cooper reported via the portal Sun, 10 Nov 2019 at 2:53PM 

   
 I received a Mailer that appeared to be an official Mason 6 Union Fire Dept endorsement of 

Mike Sheetz incumbent fire district 6 commissioner standing in front of the fire station with 

Firefighters of various subordinate rank in taxpayer paid for uniform/regalia and unkown duty 

status of some at time of picture. I take issue with the abuse of tax payer moneys as well as 

abuse of authority that implies negative consequence against subordinates who fail to support 

his campaign. This is obviously an abuse of authority and more importantly a misuse of 

taxpayer funds for an election campaign and I would like to see this matter investigated and 

prosecuted as I have an expectation my tax dollars to pay for services and facilities 

impartially as well as the leadership to not expect loyalty outside of their scope of authority 

over subordinates. It is obvious since Mike Sheetz is present in the picture and he is the 

highest ranking authority in control of this picture with the unspoken implication that if you 

are not with Mike Sheetz, you are against Mike Sheetz. There is no excuse for wasting my tax 

money for his own election and abusing his authority harassing  current and ex district 

subordinates subjecting our tax district to real and potential future civil liabilities due to his 

abuse of authority and fraudulent use of taxpayer funds. Furthermore, to blame a fellow 

constituent and not refute a single presented fact seems to be petty and harassing as I seen in a 

previous report response from Mike Sheetz, I hope the PDC ignores Miike Sheetz personal 

attack on a constituent and rather enters it as evidence in support of previous negative facts 

brought to light. 

 

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 

Cost to tax payers funding an incumbent election campaign through abuse of authority and 

exposure to civil liabilty as well as misleads taxpayers to believe that the the agency itself 

under Mike Sheetz direct control wholly supports Mike Sheetz. 

List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found 

Mike Sheetz, Jeff Brittig 

 

List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them 

 Mike Sheetz and all Union WA residents who received this mailer. 

Certification (Complainant) 

I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that 

information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

 

https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13041097283
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